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INFLUENCE OF LANTHANUM DOPANT ON THE STRUCTURE AND ELECTRIC PROPERTIES
OF BaBi2Nb2O9 CERAMICS

The paper reports the consequences of lanthanum modifications of barium bismuth niobiate (BaBi2Nb2O9) ceramics. The
discussed materials were prepared by solid state synthesis and a one-step sintering process. The investigations are focused on
dielectric aspects of the modification. The presented results reveal that the trivalent lanthanum ions incorporate twovalent barium
ions, which is connected with the creation of A-site cationic vacancies as well as oxygen vacancies. Such a scenario results in significant decreasing in grain boundaries resistivity. The activation energy of grain boundaries conductivity is significantly reduced
in the case of lanthanum admixture.
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1. Introduction
BaBi2Nb2O9 (BBN) belongs to one of the three types of
layered perovskites, namely Aurivillius phases. The crystallographic structure of this compound is complex and can be
described by the general formula of (Bi2O2)2+(An-1BnO2n+1)2–,
where (An–1BnO2n+1)2– represents the perovskite-like blocks
between (Bi2O2)2+ slabs. Such convoluted crystal structure is the
starting point to very interesting, although difficult to interpret,
properties [1-6]. Based on the analysis of the valence of the atom
in the A sub-lattice, the discussed type of compounds can be
divided into two groups. The first one, exemplified by Bi4Ti3O12
or Bi3TiNbO3 [6-8], includes structures characterized by too
low valence of ions in A sub-lattice. The second group are the
structures in which A cations have inflated valence. A standard
example of such materials are the ceramics discussed in the paper.
The complexity of the crystal structure of the discussed
BBN ceramics leads to the complicated dynamics of the crystal
lattice. The dynamics consist of:
– oscillation along polar axis (a) of crystal lattice,
– rotation around (a) and (c) axes of crystal lattice.
The BBN ceramics show features characteristic of ferroelectric relaxors (FR), namely the strong frequency dependences
of the maximum value of dielectric permittivity and the shifts of
1

its maximum to high temperatures, with an increase of frequency.
The second feature typical for FR observed in BBN ceramics is
the strong deviation from the Curie-Weiss law in wide ranges
of temperatures, above the temperature of maximum permittivity (Tm). Moreover, in FR, as opposed to classic ferroelectric
materials, the maximum of dielectric permittivity is not related
to the structural phase transition, which has been confirmed by
temperature XRD measurements [9-11]. Also, this feature is
characteristic of BBN ceramics – the temperature dependences
of lattice parameter, measured during heating, does not reveal
the existence of a structural phase transition, but the growth of
the parameters connected with the classic thermal expansion,
only. However, a more thorough analysis of the temperature
dependences of lattice parameters (particularly c(T)) reveals
that the increase is not linear – which was widely discussed in
paper [12]. The results presented in the aforementioned paper
confirmed the conclusion made by Y. Shimakawa [13], who
postulated that the macroscopic tetragonal structure of BBN
ceramics (with the following space group I4mm [14]) contains
microregions characterized by orthorhombic distortion, the
appearance of which is the result of the chemical inhomogeneity. The distortion in the discussed regions disappeared with a
gradual increase of temperature – the symmetry in microregions
changes from orthorhombic to tetragonal.
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The discussed material has a common interesting feature
which is crucial for the investigations described in the paper.
Namely, worldwide literature reports the effect of shrinking
lack – the replacement of barium, strontium or niobium ions by
the ones possessing significantly smaller ionic radius, should
be reflected by a gradual reduction of crystal lattice parameters
[15-17]. However, the author of papers [18,19] reports that for
the lower contents of dopants, the crystal parameters remain unchanged. The changes are observed only after crossing a certain
threshold of the dopant concentration. The authors of the paper
claim that (Bi2O2)2+ layers are responsible for such behavior.
The layers prevent the structure from shrinking. The influence
of the layer is limited, of course. After exceeding a certain value,
the stress of the structure is so high that the shrinking process
is activated. In summary, small amount of dopant with a small
value of ionic radius creates a lot of free space in the crystal
structure and influence on dielectric properties.
The present paper describes the results of dielectric and
impedance measurement of lanthanum modified BaBi2Nb2O9
ceramics. The literature reports that trivalent lanthanum ions
incorporate twovalent barium ions, which causes the creation of
A-site cationic vacancies. The defect reaction has the following
formula [20]:

sintered in closed crucibles at 1373 K for base BBN material and
at 1423 K for lanthanum modified ones. The time of sintering
was equal to 6 h. After sintering the samples were grounded,
polished, annealed and the silver paste electrodes have been put
on both of their surfaces (without thermal treatment).
The density of obtained ceramic samples was evaluated by
using the Archimedes method, whereas the microstructure was
examined by a scanning electron microscope (SEM), JSM-7100F

a)

La2O3 → 2LaBa* + 3Oox + VBa'',
where LaBa* represents a lanthanum ion in the barium site with
one effective positive charge, Oox represents an oxygen ion in
the oxygen site without any effective charge, and VBa'' represents
barium vacancies with two effective negative charges. Such a scenario destructs chemical homogeneity on the A site and causes
changes in electric and dielectric properties. The second scenario
assumes the competitive way of the incorporation of lanthanum
ions – with an increase of admixture concentration increase of
lanthanum ions number replaced Bi3+ ones as a homovalent
modifier. The possibility is described in literature [21,22]. The
aim of the paper is to decide which one is more likely.

b)
2. Materials and method characterization
The pure and lanthanum modified BaBi2Nb2O9 ceramics
were prepared using the conventional mixed-oxide processing
technique, starting from the stoichiometric amounts of BaCO3
(99.9%, Aldrich), Bi2O3 (99.9%, Aldrich), La2O5 (99.9%,
Aldrich) and Nb2O5 (99.9%, Aldrich) reagents. Stoichiometric amounts of ceramic powders were weighed and mixed in
a planetary mill (Fritsch, Pulverisette 6) in ethyl alcohol for
24 h and next were dried. Then the mixed powders were pressed
into pellets. The two-step technological processes were applied
to all studied ceramic materials. The condition of the first step
(synthesis) was the following: temperature – 1223 K and time
– 2 h. After this, the ceramic powders were crushed, milled and
sieved and next pressed again into pellets. The second step of
technological processes (sintering) was used to prepare ceramic
materials with a well-formed microstructure. The samples were

c)
Fig. 1. SEM pictures of BaBi2Nb2O9 ceramics a) without doping
b) doped with 1 at. % La c) doped with 5 at. % La
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TTL LV. The measurements were performed on the fractured
surface of ceramics. The crystal structure of the discussed materials was studied using the X-ray diffraction technique (XRD).
Measurements were carried out at room temperature with use of
X’Pert Pro diffractometer equipped with Cu Kα1and2 radiation
(40 kV, 30 mA).
The samples of the thickness of 0.6 mm were cut and polished for ε(T) and impedance spectroscopy (IS). Subsequently,
gold electrodes were deposited on them by cathode sputtering.
Consecutively, the samples were deaged by thermal treatment
at 723 K, prior to measurements, to allow the recombination
and relaxation of part of the frozen defects, formed during the
sintering process. The dielectric data, as well as impedance, were
obtained in the 20 Hz-2 MHz frequency range, using an impedance analyzer. The temperature range was followed 673 K-823 K.
The coherence of the obtained data was performed by K-K validation test [23,24]. Data fitting was carried out using the ZView
equivalent circuit software produced by Scribner Associates.

3. Results and discussion
The microstructure of the investigated ceramics is shown
in Fig. 1.
The grains as well as grains boundaries of the investigated
ceramics are well developed and have plate-like shape with
rounded corners. The shape is a consequence of the high grain
growth in the direction perpendicular to the c-axis and the reason
of anisotropic nature of Aurivillius materials crystal structure
[25,26].The lanthanum dopant causes increasing in inhomogeneity of grain size, however the small grains predominate. The
relative density obtained by the Archimedes method with distilled
water is practically unchanged – for unmodified ceramics is equal
to 7.07 g/cm3, whereas the relative density of ceramics modified
by 5 at.% of lanthanum is equal to 7.09 g/cm3.

The crystal structure of discussed ceramics was characterized by powder X-ray diffraction. Crystallographic structure was
refined using the Rietveld method. Results are shown in Fig. 2.
The pattern of pure BBN ceramics was widely described in
our previous paper [27]. All detected peaks belonged to the tetragonal Aurivillius type structure. Lattice parameters calculated
from refinement are compared in Table 1. The detailed analysis of
obtained results point at the homogeneity of obtained structure.
TABLE 1
The lattice parameters of calcium doped BaBi2Nb2O9 ceramics
x at.% La3+

a [A]

b [A]

c [A]

V [A3]

0
1
5

3.9406
3.9297
3.9335

3.9406
3.9297
3.9335

25.6378
25.6174
25.6137

398.1
395.6
396.3

A significant reduction in the size of elementary cell confirms our initial assumptions regarding the way of La3+ ions
incorporate into the crystal lattice of BBN ceramics.
The temperature functions of the real part of dielectric
permittivity (ε' ) is shown in Fig. 3. The maximum value of the
presented dependences (ε'max) decreases with an increase in dopant concentration. Moreover, all characteristics have a diffuse
maximum, the temperature Tm of which is linearly dependent on
the La content (Table 1 and inserted Fig. 2a). The same effect
was visible in case of lanthanum modified SrBi2Nb2O9 ceramics
[28]. The diffuseness has been studied as a function of lanthanum
content, by estimating the degree of diffuseness γ, using the following relation [29]:
1 1

H' H' max

T  Tm
C

J

(1)

where εmax is the maximum value of the dielectric constant at the
transition temperature (Tm), C the Curie-like constant and γ is the

Fig. 2. X-ray diffraction pattern for BBN with lanthanum content 5at% refined with the Rietveld method

The degree of dispersion of ε'max, understood as Δε'max =
ε'max (100 Hz) – ε'max (1 MHz), decreases considerably from 121
for pure ceramics to 61 for ceramics with 5 at.% of lanthanum,
whereas the degree of dispersion of Tm (ΔTm = Tm(1 MHz) –
Tm(100 Hz)) increases from 93 K to 110 K.

x=0% at.
x=1% at.
x=5% at.

400

TABLE 2
Temperatures Tm, εmax determined from measurements of ε(T )
at f = 100 kHz, value of degree of diffusion γ, degree of ε'max
and Tm dispersion

300
480

x at. % La Tm 100 kHz (K) εmax 100 kHz

a)

475

0
1
5

470

Tm (K)

200

465
460
455
450

440

300

0

1

2

3

4

5

400

500

600

700

Fig. 3.The real part of dielectric permittivity as a function of the temperature, measured at frequency 10 kHz, for BBN ceramics with various
La content, the Tm vs La content is shown in the inserted figure (a)

degree of diffuseness. The limiting values 1 and 2 for γ, respectively, reduce the expression to the Curie-Weiss law valid for a
normal and the quadratic dependence valid for the ideal relaxor
ferroelectric [30,31]. The values of γ factor for all investigated
samples are collected in Table 2.
The pure BaBi2Nb2O9 ceramics show strong frequency
dependences of the maximum value of dielectric permittivity and
the shifts of this maximum to high temperatures, with an increase
of frequency. The lanthanum addition strengthens the effect of
shift in temperatures and weakens the frequency dispersion of
ε'max, which is visible in Fig. 4 and Table 2.

ΔTm (K) Δεmax

93
104
110

121
51
61

450

450

dielectric permittivity H'

a)
0.7kHz

dielectric permittivity H'

g

1.45
1.52
1.44

The results presented hereinabove do not allow to change
the more likely way of lanthanum incorporation. The impedance
spectroscopy should be a good tool for this purpose and give
a clear answer.
Figure 5 shows a variation of the imaginary (Zre) and real
(Zim) part of complex impedanceas a function of frequency
(102-106 Hz), at different temperature (623 K-823 K) for the
lanthanum modified BBN ceramics. The dependences for pure
BBN ceramics were presented in the previous paper [32].
It is observed that the value of Zre decreases with rise in
temperature and frequency (Fig. 5a), indicating an increase
in AC conductivity with therise in temperature as well as frequency [33]. Figure 5b shows the frequency and temperature
dependence of loss spectrum –Zim. The value of Zim increased
with increase in frequency and exhibited a maximum before
starts decreasing rapidly. The broadening of the peak, which is
slightly asymmetrical in nature, shifted towards higher frequencies as the temperature increases. A significant broadening of
the peakswith an increase in temperature suggests that there is
aspread of relaxation times, i.e., the existence of a temperature
dependent electrical relaxation phenomenon in the material [34].
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Fig. 4. Real part of dielectric permittivity as a function of temperature measured on heating at various frequencies of measuring field, for undoped
BBN (a), BBN+1 at. %La (b) and BBN+5 at. %La (c) ceramics
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Fig. 5. The frequency dependence of real part (a)and imaginary (b) of the impedance at various temperature for BBN ceramics modified
with lanthanum
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The observed phenomenon may be a consequence of the presence
of immobile species/electron at low temperature and defects/
vacancies at higher temperature [35].
The first step of systematic procedure for the analysis of
AC measurements is to plot the results in the complex impedance
plane, Zre vs Zim. These plots are very useful for determining the
equivalent circuit describing the electric properties of discussed
ceramics materials. Figure 6 shows exemplary Zre (Zim) relations
obtained for all samples at temperature 723 K.
The obtained curves are neither deformed semicircle nor
circular arcs, the centre of which appears below the real axis.
In the high frequency region, the Debye behaviour is observed
– the angle between the tangent of the arc and the real axis is
90°. Whereas, in the part of arc where f → 0 the angle is less
than 90°. Such behaviour is prevalence for ceramics material
characterized by perovskite structure [36] as well as ceramics
belongs to the Aurivillius family [37-39]. Deviation from the
classical semicircle entails the opportunity to correctly describe
the electrical processes occurring in the sample, by means of
a model of two overlapping semicircles. The semicircles, in
high frequency regions, correspond to the grain electric properties, whereas the semicircles in low frequency regions describe
the properties of grain boundary. After considering a series of

4

1.6x10

3

8.0x10

0.0
0.0

3

8.0x10

4

1.6x10

4

2.4x10

4

3.2x10

Zre (:)
Fig. 6. Nyquist plot for BBN ceramics pure and La-doped obtained at
temperature 723 K

literature reports, a circuit consisting of two branches in series,
representing the properties of grain and grain boundary, were
attributed to the obtained data for lanthanum modified BBN
ceramics (Fig. 7). The equivalent circuit for pure BBN ceramics
was a bit less complicated [32].
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Fig. 7. Equivalent circuit used to represent the impedance response of BBN ceramics doped by lanthanum

The subsequent comprehensive analysis of measuring
impedance data obtained for all discussed samples allowed
to determinate the resistivity of grain (Rg) and grain boundary (Rgb). In case of pure BBN ceramics, the grain boundary
resistivity was found to be much higher than the resistivity of
grains. The tendency gradually changed with an increase in the
TABLE 3
Resistivity of grains (Rg) and grain boundaries (Rgb) determined
at several selected temperatures
x at.% La3+

0

1

5

T [K]

Rg [Ω]

Rgb [Ω]

823
773
723
673
623
823
773
723
673
623
823
773
723
673
623

1613
4198
11907
40933
155330
4064
9989
29336
128400
578170
4127
11482
41562
159590
839060

9024
23338
66079
238670
818690
2719
7315
28044
104520
395430
604
1070
2283
7089
22938

concentration of lanthanum dopant, namely the resistivity of
grain boundaries significantly decreased, whereas the resistivity
of grains increased. Exemplary values of the discussed resistivity
for pure and modified samples determined at several selected
temperatures are included in the Table 3.
The Arrhenius plot of grains and grains boundary resistivity
has a linear character (Fig. 8), which signifies at the activation
character of processes occurring in components of microstructure
of investigated ceramics.
The slopes of lnRg (1/T) dependences are not significantly
different from each other, whereas the slopes of lnRgb (1/T)
changed drastically with the increase of lanthanum concentration. The activation energies for both grains and grains boundary resistivity were calculated from the slope of the discussed
dependencies (Table 4).
Small differences in the energy values of grain activation
and grain boundaries observed in pure and doped 1% lanthanum
TABLE 4
Activation energy values calculated from impedance data for grain
(Eg) and grain boundary (Egb) resistivity

15

Eg [eV]

Egb [eV]

0
1
5

1
1.08
1.14

0.98
1.07
0.79

14

a)

14

13

13

12

12

11

ln Rgb (:)

ln Rg (:)

x at.% La3+

11
10
1 at.% La
5 at.% La

9

b)

10
9
8

1 at.% La
5 at.% La

7

8
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Fig. 8. Arrhenius plots for calculation of conduction activation energies of grain (a) and grain boundary (b)
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ceramics suggest that the process of conductivity occurs to the
same extent in grains, as well as in grains boundaries. The situation changes for the higher concentration of lanthanum – the
activation energy of grains boundary is considerably smaller
than the one of grains.
The significant changes in the value of the grains and grain
boundaries resistivity indicated that the first scenario proposed
in the introduction takes place. Namely, the trivalent lanthanum
ions incorporate twovalent barium ions. In order to maintain the
electric balance the creation of A-site cationic vacancies as well
as the oxygen vacancies. Defects have the tendency to accumulate on the grain boundaries. The mechanism of conductivity
in the Aurivillius family ceramics is mainly connected with the
thermally activated oxygen vacancies [40]. The vacancies are the
trapping centers for mobile charge carriers. At high temperatures,
the charge carrier shopping among the oxygen vacancies. The
increase in the number of oxygen vacancies facilitates electric
carriers transporting, which is manifested by a significant reduction in the activation energy of conductivity. The increase in the
activation energy of grains could be explained by the fact that
the substitution of La3+ in the Ba2+ sites resulted in an enhanced
stability of the perovskite structure a higher chemical bond
strength associated with the La-O bonds than that of the Ba-O
bonds. In addition, stronger chemical bonds would certainly suppress the formation of intrinsic defects and hamper the electric
conductivity. In consequence, the energy needed to activate the
process of conductivity increased [41].
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[8]
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[14]

[15]

[16]

4. Conclusions
The article reports the details of synthesis procedure, dielectric and electric properties of lanthanum modified BaBi2Nb2O9
ceramics prepared by conventional mixed oxide and carbonates
method. The lanthanum admixture causes an increase in the
homogeneity of grain size and a significant reduction in the maximum value of dielectric permittivity. Moreover, the discussed
modification is responsible for the subtle diminution of properties
characteristic of ferroelectric relaxor. The lanthanum additive
influences also on resistivity of grain and grain boundaries.
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